HFS MAKES HISTORY!
Familian hold its first-ever Fun Run
By Cindy Mendoza

HFS held its first-ever Fun Run last October 14, 2012. This historic event proved that the school is capable of staging noteworthy projects of such magnitude. It was a feat that WE bravely accomplished and which every Familian should be proud of. Part of the proceeds went to the school’s scholarship program which benefited our less fortunate neighbors.

Tarah Samantha de Leon, a 1st year high school student, shares her happy experience in the story that follows.

Last October 14, 2012 our school “Holy Family School” held its first fun run activity with the theme “TAKBO PARA SA KABATAAN”. This event was a joint venture of our Faculty Association headed by Mrs. Aleth Pfeider and the Parents’ Council (PC). The turn-out was really phenomenal. Everybody was so excited especially me since this is my first time to join such activity.

Runners who bested the other participants under their chosen category were awarded trophies and cash prizes. Though I was not able to land a good spot, I got the best prize ever and that is... “FRIENDSHIP”.

Congratulations to all of us and to the organizers who made this activity possible. Sana maulit mula....

WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A PC OFFICER
By Ronnie “Kulas” Tapnio

“Sir, can you please be the Vice President of our team??”

I remember Ms. Melton saying (read “pleading”) this to me during the selection of Parents’ Council (PC) officers per level. So I was kind of “napiilitan” to accept the position since there was no choice, so to speak. We were only six or perhaps seven parents (including my wife, ha!) sitting inside the kinder classroom and there were five or six positions needed to be filled out. Well, perhaps “napiilitan” is not really the right word but that was my feeling then.

However, if not for this “napiilitan” factor, I would not have been able to meet people who are very committed to share their time and resources for the good of (continued on page 2).